BKP 01
Urogynecological Fistulae - A single centre experience of 40 patients
Leela Krishna Karri, Venkat Ramanan, Sriram Krishnamoorthy, Natarajan Kumeerasan, Chandru T
Sri Ramachandra Medical College & Hospital, Chennai

BKP 02
Implementation of enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) protocol in patients undergoing robot assisted radical cystectomy with intracorporeal ileal conduit urinary diversion for bladder cancer: an outcome analysis beyond the learning curve
Tamhankar Ashwin S, Gagan Gautam
Max Institute of Cancer Care, New Delhi

BKP 03
Exstrophy Epispadias Complex - Our Experience
Arya Mukesh Chandra, Gupta Chirag, Kumar Mudit, Hariyawat Bheru Singh, Yogendra, Singh Abhiyutthan, Vasudeo Vivek
SP Medical College, Bikaner

BKP 04
Intermittent catheterisation confers immunity against urethral stricture. Fact or fallacy? Incidence of urethral stricture in indian sci patients being treated with clean intermittent catheterisation
Vineet Narang, Suman D, Gunawant S, Verma IN, Choudhary BL
Indian Spinal Injury Centre, New Delhi

BKP 05
Fluoroscopy free RIRS – Is it feasible?
Siddalinga Swamy P M
Chandigarh Best Video Session

CBVP 01
Ambulatory Supine PCNL in Flank-free Oblique Supine Modified Lithotomy (FOSML) Position: Our Point of Technique
A K Sharma, Rahul Yadav, Vikas Sharma, Shajib Fareedi
Rajiv Gandhi Superspeciality Hospital, New Delhi

CBVP 02
Stepwise approach of testicular sperm extraction in non-obstructive azoospermia
Amit Tripathi, Rupin Shah
Lilavati Hospital and Research Centre

CBVP 03
Robotic renal transplantation in cases with complex vascular anatomy
Kishore TA, Vishnu R, Himanshu Sharma, Sunil Bhat, Ramaprasad MK
ASTER Medcity, Cochin

CBVP 04
Simultaneous bilateral laparoscopic adrenalectomy for pheochromocytoma in men syndrome
Rakesh Sharma, Ashwin Giridhar, TS Rao
Basavataram Indi-American Cancer Hospital, Hyderabad

CBVP 05
Robot assisted partial nephrectomy in unusual and challenging clinical scenarios: Our experience
Saurabh Patil, Ashwin Tamhankar, Surya Prakash Ojha, Puneet Ahluwalia, Gagan Gautam
Max Super Speciality Hospital, Saket, New Delhi

CBVP 06
Saphenous vein sparing Video Endoscopic Inguinal Lymphadenectomy (VEIL): technical details with special emphasis to creation of plane of dissection
Sureka Sanjoy Kumar, Kumar Madhavan, Jena Rahul, Kapoor Rakesh, Pratap Uday
SGPGIMS, Lucknow
CKP 01
Predictors of progression free survival and overall survival in metastatic non clear cell RCC: finding the devil in the dark
Singh Y, Barua SK, Baruah SJ, TP Rajeev, Bagchi PK, Sarma D, Phukan M
Dept. of Urology and Renal Transplantation, GMCH Guwahati, Assam

CKP 02
Association of spontaneous expulsion with C-reactive protein and other clinico-demographic factors in patients with lower ureteric stone
Amit Jain, Sreerag KS, R Manikandan, LN Dorairajan, Sidhartha Kalra, Vijay Kumar
JIPMER, Pondicherry

CKP 03
Urinary aquaporin-1 concentrations in imaged renal masses: To evaluate its role as a biomarker for renal cell carcinoma
Abhilash Cheriyan, Arun Jose, Jeyaseelan L, Nirmal TJ, Santosh Kumar, Nitin Kekre
CMC Vellore

CKP 04
Is uroflow reproducible in healthy boys?
Kumar A,
Christian Medical college, Vellore

CKP 05
Study on immune response to intravesical bacillus calmetteguriene in non-muscle invasive bladder cancer
Mukesh Kumar Gupta, Mavuduru RS, Bora GS, Singh SK, Agarwal R, Mandal AK
PGIMER, Chandigarh

CKP 06
Obstructive Index – A novel predictor of failure of conservative management in antenatally detected pelviureteric junction obstruction using EC scan and ultrasonographic parameters: A single centre study
Rahul Jena, Priyank Yadav, Ashwin S, Sanchit Rustagi, Ani Mani, MS Ansari
SGPGIMS, Lucknow

CKP 07
A prospective randomized double blind, parallel group, single centre based study to evaluate the efficacy of Tadalafil with Dutasteride combination therapy versus Tamsulocin with Dutasteride therapy in patients with lower urinary tract symptoms secondary
Ankur Malpani, Suryaprakash V, Singh A, Ganpule A, Sabnis RB, Desai M
Muljibhai Patel Urological Hospital, Nadiad

CKP 08
Role of biochemical and imaging parameters in predicting the outcome of prostate biopsy in patients of suspected carcinoma prostate

Harsh Jain, Hemant Goel, Umesh Sharma, Anurag Singla, Anuj Kumar, Rajeev Sood
PGIMER & Dr RML Hospital New Delhi

CKP 09
Human Papilloma Virus subtyping and telomerase activity in penile carcinoma in Indian patients: Prevalence, and correlation with clinico-pathological staging

Kumar P, Singh P, Nayak B
AIIMS, New Delhi
INT 01
Tissue engineered indigenous pericardial patch urethroplasty: a promising solution to a nagging problem
Dhanuka S, Mandal TK, Majhi TK, Choudhury S, Mondal M
Nil Ratan Sircar Medical College & Hospital, Kolkat

INT 02
Nephroscope assisted insertion and internal fixation of peritoneal dialysis catheter: a novel technique
Fusakele Ankit, Wadhera Vishal, Jain Prashant, Khandelwal Shradha
City Hospital & Research Centre Jabalpur

INT 03
Effect of posterior augmentation of pubourethralis on early continence after RARP
Malik Abdul Rouf, Rajesh Taneja, Venkatesh Kumar, Mahender Sharma, Shrawan Kumar, Vaibhaw Sood, Azhar Ajaz, Vikas Bansal
Indraprastha Apollo Hospital Sarita Vihar New Delhi

INT 04
Construction and assessment of an innovative indigenous TURP simulator
Ashish Rawandale, Lokesh Patni, Jitendra Chaudhary, Parag Gulhane, Abinav Gade, Shakul Kaushik
Tejnaksh Healthcare's Institute of Urology Dhule

INT 05
Pedicled Dartos Wrap Around Technique for prevention of Bulbar Urethral Entrapment in complex pelvic fracture urethral distraction defect repair
Bhatyal HS, Garg Y, Arya A, Mitra D
BLK Superspeciality Hospital, New Delhi

INT 06
Construction and assessment of an innovative indigenous All-Endo-Uro-Sim – a one stop solution for endourology training
Patni Lokesh
Institute Of Urology, Dhule
VPP 01
A randomised comparative study between laser with suction and shockpulse in management of renal calculi less than 2 centimeters in size
Deshmukh CS, Sudharsan SB, Ganpule AP, Sabnis RB, Desai MR
Muljibhai Patel Urological Hospital, Nadiad

VPP 02
Will retroperitoneoscopy be superior for laparoscopic nephrectomy in patients with decreased pulmonary reserve? Results of a randomized study
Vishal Garg, Garg V, Goel H, Khattar N, Sood R, Gupta A
PGIMER and DR RML Hospital, Delhi

VPP 03
Percutaneous Nephrolithotomy in patients with hemophilia: a tertiary center experience with its perioperative implications
Neeraja Tillu, Patwardhan Sujata, Patil Bhushan
Seth GS Medical College and KEM Hospital

VPP 04
Individualized management of obliterative urethral stricture in females – five patients five management strategies
Bansal D, Nayyar R, Singh P, Jain S
All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi

VPP 05
Future of Endourology stone clinic -Follow up online : A pilot study comparing virtual and real consultation(out patient) for stone patients follow up visit
Haresh Thummar, J Vyas, Keya T, Zinto N, Nisha T, P Suthar
Sterling

VPP 06
A warning for Diabetes patients on metformin : Check your kidneys for Calculi
Haresh Thummar, Shivang Dalwadi, Patel A, Keya T, Jigish V, P Shah, N Thummar, Tyrone F, M Mehta
Sterling

VPP 07
Ureteric injury after celiac plexus block- a case report
Gaurav Sharma, Mallikarjuna C, Reddy KP, Ragoori DR, Bendigeri MT, Ghouse SM, Enganti B
Asian Institute of Nephrology and Urology, Hyderabad

VPP 08
Prostatic urethral angle correlates with symptom scores and urinary flow rates in men with benign prostatic enlargement
Arora Amandeep M, Pawar PW, Sawant AS, Maheshwari M, Patil SR
Lokmanya Tilak Municipal General Hospital, Sion, Mumbai
VPP 09
Novel techniques in DVIU using Liquid buccal graft and stromovascular fraction - Improving outcomes
Pankaj Joshi, Ayman Atawa, Amar Rawal, Sanjay B Kulkarni
Kulkarni reconstructive Urology Centre, Pune

VPP 10
Supravesical urinary diversion with ileal conduit for benign disease: A study assessing its indications, outcomes and its role today
Tillu Neeraja, Tamhankar Ashwin, Patwardhan Sujata, Patil Bhushan
Seth G.S. Medical College and KEM Hospital

VPP 11
Diagnostic role of cognitive MRI-TRUS fusion-targeted prostate biopsy versus conventional TRUS biopsy of the prostate in patients with PSA less than 10 NG/DL
Laddha Abhishek, Bijalwan Priyank, Pooleri Ginil Kumar, Thomas Appu
Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Kochi

VPP 12
Pathological anatomy of spermatic veins in patients with varicocele - long term results from single institute
Sharma SD, Shimpi RK, Shah B, Shah P, Patel P
Ruby Hall Clinic

VPP 13
Nerve Sparing Laparoscopic Radical Cystoprostatectomy (LRC) with Extracorporeal Ileal Conduit (IC): Technique, 30 and 90-day complications with early outcomes and sexual function in a series of 15 patients
Rahul Yadav, Adittya K Sharma, Vikas Sharma, Shajib Faridi
Rajiv Gandhi Super Specialty Hospital, Delhi

VPP 14
Are we justified in performing robot assisted radical prostatectomy in men over 75 years of age? Analysis of surgical, oncological and functional outcomes
TAMHANKAR ASHWIN S, Patil Saurabh, Ojha Surya Prakash, Ahluwalia Puneet, Gautam Gagan
Max Institute of Cancer Care, New Delhi

VPP 15
Incidence of male sexual dysfunction in northern India and reasons for non-evaluation in urology clinic
Laddha Abhishek
Pacific Medical College and Hospital, Udaipur

VPP 16
Creatinine velocity as a novel predictor of progression to end stage renal disease following transurethral valve fulguration in children with posterior urethral valves: A single institution 20-year experience
Rahul Jena, Priyank Yadav, Ashwin S, Sanchit Rustagi, MS Ansari
SGPGIMS, Lucknow
VPP 17
Renal allograft compartment syndrome: an underappreciated cause of early graft dysfunction
Banthia Ravi, Surekha Sanjoy, Srivastava Aneesh, Singh Uday Pratap
SGPGIMS, Lucknow

VPP 18
Management strategy of vascular access related major complications in hemodialysis patients
Yashpal, Madhavan K, Sureka SK, Rathi.S, Singh UP, Ansari MS, Srivastava A
Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate Institute Of Medical Sciences, Lucknow
The spectrum of unplanned 30-day readmissions in patients undergoing endo-urological surgeries for upper urinary tract calculi
Ashish Sharma, Siddharth Pandey, Manoj Kumar, Satyanarayan Sankhwar, Apul Goel, Vishwajeet Singh, Bhupaeder Pal Singh
King George's Medical University, Lucknow

MINIPERC for Stags-- New standard of care
Bawri B
Nemcare Hospitals, Guwahati

Assessment and evaluation of preoperative stone scoring systems in predicting the outcomes in Percutaneous Nephrolithotomy (PCNL)-a single centre, prospective study
Batra RS, Paul SL, Rajput MA, Saikia S, Singhania SK, Deka PM
Dispur Hospitals Pvt Ltd, Guwahati, Assam

Positive Urine Culture : Is It A Hindrance For Doing Percutaneous Nephrolithotomy?- A Comparative Study
Bala Bhaskar Reddy Challa, Kalyanaram Kone, Dr.Vasudevan T, Dr.Mossadeq A
MGMCRI, Puducherry

Does Ureteroscopy for upper ureteric calculus need follow up?
Akhil Mane, Date Jaydeep, Shivde Subodh, Patwardhan Prakash, Nathani Akshay, Gopal Rathi
Deenanath Mangeshkar Hospital and research Centre, Pune

Clinical outcomes of retrograde double j stenting of ureter in benign etiology under local anaesthesia – A prospective observational study
Amit Jain, Tepukiel Zaphu, R Manikandan, LN Dorairajan, Sreerag KS, Sidhartha Kalra
JIPMER, Pondicherry
POD 02-01
Ureteric stent removal by String: Patient Satisfaction Evaluation
Praveen Rao, Prathivi Shetty, Jag Chiran, Chandrasekharan Badrakumar
Blackpool Teaching Hospital Foundation Trust, Blackpool

POD 02-02
Evaluation of change of renal function in affected kidney in post PCNL patient with unilateral renal lithiasis using 99m TC DTPA scan
Samaddar Debasis, Sarkar D, Gupta S
Institute of Post Graduate Medical Education and Reaserch

POD 02-03
Mini-Percutaneous Nephrolithotomy vs Retrograde Intra-Renal Surgery – Edge?
Katti PS, Dar BA, Sharma PK, Chhabra MK
SN Medical College, Jodhpur

POD 02-04
Comparison of safety and efficacy of standard PCNL and mini PCNL via supracoastal approach: Does size matter?
Girniwale G, Srivastava A, Singh S, Dhayal I
Dr Ram Manohar Lohia Institute Of Medical Sciences, Lucknow

POD 02-05
Dilema and challenges in management of bilateral emphysematous pyelonephritis
Mandrekar PTN, Lawande PR, Gaude V, Talwarker NB, Prabhudesai MR, Punjani HM
Goa Medical College

POD 02-06
Percutaneous Nephrolithotomy in infants: Safety and outcomes with miniaturized equipment
Mohammed Taif Bendigeri, Chiruvella M, Reddy KPC, Ragoori DR, Ghouse S, Enganti B, Misra PK
Asian institute of Nephrology and Urology
POD 03-01
The transobturator male system - ATOMS - is this device the new golden standard in the treatment of low to moderate post-prostatectomy incontinence?
Bauer W
Sisters of Mercy Hospital Vienna, Vienna Austria

POD 03-02
Prospective evaluation of ejaculatory function in patients undergoing urethroplasty using a validated questionnaire
Siddharth Pandey, Apul Goel, Satyanarayan Sankhwar, Vishwajeet Singh, Bhupender Singh, Rahul Sinha, Manoj Kumar
King George’s Medical University, Lucknow

POD 03-03
Evaluation of PCNA expression in development of renal cell carcinoma in Indian patients
Pramanik Sandip, Pal Dilip Kumar, Panda Chinmay Kumar
IPGMER, Kolkata

POD 03-04
Outcomes of Chennai enhanced recovery protocol after major urological surgery
N Ragavan, Kunal Dholakia, Karthik VC, Priyank Shah, Malavizhi Ramesh, Jegadish Baskaran, Pradeep C
Gleneagles Global Hospital, Chennai

POD 03-05
Heparinised alkaline lidocaine: Intravesical therapy for Interstitial Cystitis
Anwar Ali
SMS Medical College, Jaipur
Podium Session 4: Reconstructive Urology

POD 04-01
Dorsal plus Ventral Buccal Graft Urethroplasty using Dorsal approach- A modified technique
Arya Ankur, Bhatyal Hardev, Garg Yogesh
BLK Superspeciality Hospital, Pusa Road, New Delhi

POD 04-02
Risk factors for recurrence after BMG Urethroplasty- a study in tertiary care hospital in Kolkata
Sudipta Kumar Singh, Aashu Anshuman, Bahal Bandhan, Gupta Prashant, Sharma PK, Mandal SN
Calcutta National Medical College And Hospital

POD 04-03
Role of MRI in post traumatic posterior urethral distraction defects in comparison to RGU/ MCUG
Prakash M, Shivakumar R, Manohar CS, Keshavamurthy R
Institute of NEphrourology, Bangalore

POD 04-04
Use of Yang-Monti modification of ileal ureter replacement for long segment ureteric strictures: Our experience
Krishnan Anup, Thomas Appu, Sundar Praveen, KV Sanjeevan
Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Kochi

POD 04-05
Intraoperative endoscopic assessment in Pelvic fracture urethral distraction defect (PFUDD) repair: a case series
Yaser Ahmad, Muzayen, Manzoor, Rouf Khawaja, Arif Hamid, Saleem Wani
SKIMS, Srinagar

POD 04-06
Technical issues in Upper Polar Heminephrectomy in duplex kidney: our experience with 15 cases
Panda Sumit Kumar, Choudhuri S, Panda RK, Swain S, Panda S, GP Singh
SCB Medical College, Cuttack
POD 05-01
Gata3 expression pattern in patients with non-muscle invasive urothelial carcinoma of the bladder
Jagadish Kaushik B, Sriram Krishnamoorthy, Sandhya Sundaram, Natarajan Kumaresan
Department of Urology, Sri Ramachandra Medical College Hospital

POD 05-02
Significance of Mini Chromosome Maintenance Complex 10 (MCM10) overexpression in non-muscle invasive bladder tumor
Das S, Dey RK, Das RK, Basu S
R K Kar Medical College, Kolkata

POD 05-03
Significant impact of Apo lipoprotein A1 genetic polymorphic sequence variation and its relative expression in patients with bladder cancer
Javaid Magray, Iqbal Muzzain, Dar Manzoor, Khawaja AB Rouf, Hamid Arif, Wani MS, Pandith Arshad
SKIMS, Srinagar

POD 05-04
Oncosurgical status and continence in Radical Perineal Prostatectomy: Outcome in 25 cases
Chaure Mayur T, Goel H, Khattar N, Singh K, Sood R
Dr RMLH and PGIMER, New Delhi

POD 05-05
Liquid based Cytology (LBC) and Immunocytochemical detection of Minichromosome Maintenance Protein-2 (MCM 2) as potential marker in bladder cancer
Kunal Kapoor, Dilip Kumar Pal, Chhanda Datta
IPGME&R Kolkata

POD 05-06
Role of Preoperative Neutrophil Lymphocyte Ratio (NLR) as a marker in predicting Lamina Propria invasion recurrence and progression in non muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC)
GR Manjunath, Manohar CS, Sanjay RP, Keshavmurthy R, Ratkal CS
Institute Of Nephrourology, Bengaluru
Podium Session 6: Uro Oncology

POD 06-01
A comparative study of monthly maintenance protocol vs south west oncology group maintenance protocol of intravesical bacillus calmette gue’rin in non muscle invasive bladder cancer
Naveen Kumar Gupta, Sarkar D, Pal DK
IPGMER, Kolkata

POD 06-02
Significance of serum total testosterone to total prostate specific antigen ratio in prostate cancer diagnosis: a study in north-eastern India
Nabajeet Das, Sasanka Kumar Barua, SJ Baruah, Rajeev TP, PK Bagchi
Dept of Urology and Renal Transplantation, Gauhati Medical College Hospital

POD 06-03
A Prospective Study on Association of Prognostic Inflammatory Markers with Renal Cell Carcinoma Characteristics
Rayeez Rasheed, Manikandan M, Rajeevan AT, Shanmugha Das KV, KM Dineshan, Venugopal AV, Felix Cardoza
Government Medical College, Calicut

POD 06-04
Non transitional cell carcinomas of bladder - a single center experience
Ravi Chandran K, Priyank Bijalwan, Ginil Kumar Pooleri, Appu Thomas
Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Kochi

POD 06-05
Biochemical failure after Radical Prostatectomy in high risk Carcinoma Prostate and its co-relation to the number of risk factors
Priyank Bijalwan, Ginil Kumar, Appu Thomas
Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Kochi

POD 06-06
Long-term outcomes of nephrectomy and inferior vena cava thrombectomy in patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma
Shreedhar G K, Priyank B, Ginil P, Appu T
Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences
Podium Session 7: Transplantation

POD 07-01
Challenges in transplantation of small Pediatric Cadaver Kidneys – IKDRC experience
Venkata Chaitanya Singamsetti, Rizvi SJ, Modi P R
IKDRC - ITS, Ahmedabad

POD 07-02
VUR in transplant recipients and role of Deflux
Ujwal Kumar, SJ Rizwi, Raghuveer, Ravi Jain, PR Modi
IKDRC, Ahmedabad

POD 07-03
Transposed Brachiobasilic AV Fistula: Outcome Analysis
Kumar R, Manikandan R, Dorairajan LN, Sreerag KS, Kalra S, Khelge V
Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education and Research, Puducherry
Podium Session 8: Pediatric Urology

POD 08-01
Sacral TENS vs Oxybutynin for children with overactive bladder
Utsav Shah, Ramesh Babu Srinivasan, Sekar Hariharasudhan, K Natarajan
Sriramachandra Medical College and Research Institute, Chennai

POD 08-02
Extended Ulaanbaatar procedure for Proximal Penile Hypospadias with moderate to severe chordee
Chatterjee US,
Park Medical Research & Welfare Society, Kolkata

POD 08-03
Comparison between open and robot assisted kidney transplant in Paediatric population - preliminary experience
Sarita Syal, Maheshwari R, Chaturvedi S, Kumar M, Desai P, Qadri Y, Kumar Anant
Max Superspeciality Hospital, New Delhi

POD 08-04
A long-term international collaborative model for Bladder Exstrophy-Epispadias: Can it sustain and deliver?
Civil Hospital, Ahmedabad
Podium Session 9: Uro Oncology & Transplantation

POD 09-01
Robotic Partial Nephrectomy for Renal Hilar Tumors: revised technique -a single institutional analysis using Da Vinci Xi® System
Saurabh Joshi, Kaushal R, Maheshwari R, Chaturvedi S, Banerjee K, Kumar A
Max Super speciality Hospital, Saket, New Delhi

POD 09-02
Skeletal related events in Renal Cell Carcinoma: Prediction with A.C.H.E Score for risk stratification
Singh Y, Rajeev TP, Baruah SJ, Barua SK, Bagchi PK, Sarma D, Phukan M
Dept. of Urology and Renal Transplantation, GMCH Guwahati, Assam

POD 09-03
Pediatric Renal Transplant : IKDRC-ITS (Institute of kidney diseases research center and transplant sciences) Experience.
Mishra Amit, Modi PR, Rizvi SJ, Pal BC, Kumar S, Kothari V.
Institute of kidney diseases research center and transplant sciences) Ahmedabad, Gujarat, Assistant Professor Urology.

POD 09-04
Prospective Non-randomized comparison between Open and Robot Assisted Kidney Transplantation
Kumar A, Maheshwari R, Chaturvedi S, Qadri SY
Max Super Specialty Hospital, New Delhi

POD 09-05
Comparison of outcomes between Low and High Nephrometry Score Renal Tumors managed by Robot Assisted Partial nephrectomy: Our Experience
Maheshwari R, Kaushal R, Chaturvedi S, Joshi S, Qadri Y, Kumar A
Max Super Specialty Hospital, New Delhi

POD 09-06
A Study of Association of VEGF Gene Polymorphism in Patients with Renal Cell Cancer in Eastern India
Anshuman Aashu, Sudipta Kumar Singh, Prashant Gupta, Bandhan Bahal, PK Sharma, SN Mandal
Calcutta National Medical College, Kolkata
Podium Session 10: Andrology

POD 10-01
Premature Ejaculation: A comparative study of on demand Dapoxetine and daily dosing Paroxetine in terms of efficacy and side effect profile
Barun Kumar, Dilip Kumar Pal
IPGMER & SSKM Hospital Kolkata

POD 10-02
Does Varicocelectomy improve testosterone to Estradiol Ratio in infertile men
Madras Medical College, Chennai

POD 10-03
Folate deficiency: Risk factor in erectile dysfunction?
Saurabh Mittal, Suryakant Choubey, Zaffar Karam Sayed
St. Johns Medical College and Hospital

POD 10-04
Association between lower urinary tract symptoms, erectile dysfunction and metabolic syndrome
Mohammed Farooq J, PR Saravanan, Ezhil Sundar, K Subramanian, Sivabalan
Institute of Urology, Madras Medical College

POD 10-05
Comparison of testicular volume between fertile and infertile population
Manish Pandey, Shrivastava V, Pattidar V, Dias Sabby, Trivedi S, Dwivedi US
IMS BHU.Varanasi

POD 10-06
To study the impact of surgical viagra in enhancing sexual function and sex hormones in obese males.
Harish K Sinha, Y P Singh Rana, Aditya Pradhan
BLK Super specialty Hospital, New Delhi
Moderated Video Session 1: Uro Oncology General, Pediatric & Reconstructive Urology

MV 01-01
Technique of Laparoscopic Nephroureterectomy in multiple lower ureteral TCC avoiding tumour spillage
Senthil K, Ramalingam M, Sivasankaran K
Urology Clinic, Coimbatore.

MV 01-02
Asopas Single Stage Repair for Proximal Hypospadias - Step by step video
Pathak HR, Agarwal VV
Dept of Urology, BYL Nair Hospital

MV 01-03
Laparoscopic assisted Radical Cystectomy and anterior Exenteration with Ileal conduit Urinary diversion for locally advanced Bladder cancer
Aditya K Sharma, Rahul Yadav, Dr Vikas Sharma, Dr Shajib Fareedi
Rajiv Gandhi Super Speciality Hospital, New Delhi

MV 01-04
Absent Urethra, MRKH in an operated case of Cloacal Malformation- A management challenge
Bhatyal HS, Garg Y, Arya A
BLK Superspeciality Hospital, New Delhi

MV 01-05
Laparoscopic partial nephrectomy for completely endophytic tumour
Anil Kumar Gulia,
VPS Rockland Hospital, Qutab Institutional Area, Delhi

MV 01-06
Laparoscopic-assisted radical nephroureterectomy with bladder cuff excision and lymphadenectomy
Ashwin Giridhar
Moderated Video Session 2: Uro Oncology Robotic

MV 02-01
Robot assisted Radical Nephrectomy + Hysterectomy and specimen retrieval per vaginum (NOSE)
Sushrut Ashok Bhukte, Jagdeesh N Kulkarni, Nitesh Maurya, Vrunda Karanjgaonkar
Asian Cancer Institute, Somaiya Ayurvihar, Sion East Mumbai

MV 02-02
Laparoscopic (Robot-assisted) Saphenous Vein Sparing VEIL Video Demonstration & Single centre experience
Pednekar A, Yuvaraja TB, Waigankar S, Srivathsan R
Kokilabhen Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, Mumbai

MV 02-03
Robotic Partial Nephrectomy in a case of Multifocal Tumor
Pednekar A, Yuvaraja T B, Waigankar S, Srivathsan R
Kokilabhen Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, Mumbai

MV 02-04
Laparoscopic (Robot-assisted) Retroperitoneal Lymph node dissection in NSGCT: Video Demonstration & Single centre experience
Naresh D Badlani, Yuvaraja T B, Dr Waigankar Santosh, Dr Srivathsan R
Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital and Medical Research Institute, Mumbai

MV 02-05
Use of Near Infrared Fluorescence and Intraoperative Ultrasound in Robot Assisted Partial Nephrectomy
Priyank Bijalwan, Ginil Kumar Pooleri, Dr Abhishek Laddha
Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Kochi

MV 02-06
Avoiding tumor transgression while doing partial nephrectomy: cognition vs. calculation
Prafull Mishra, Anil Mandhani, Laxmikant Sharma, Vadher Rakesh Kumar, Ankur Agarwala
Medanta Medicity Gurgaon
MP 01-01
Evaluation of the impact on efficacy of DVIU by Intralisional Injection of Tri-Mixture (Triamcinolone, Mitomycin C and Hyaluronidase)
Shashi Kant Tewary, Das R K, Basu Supriya, Dey Ranjan, Das Surujit, Priyotosh Dey
R G Kar Medical College, Kolkata

MP 01-02
A dilemma of treatment: kyphoscoliosis with renal calculi
Shashikant V Asabe
Dr DY Patil Medical College, Pune

MP 01-03
An unusual association - TCC with staghorn calculi
Shabbir Husain
Global Hospital and Urology Research Center, Jabalpur

MP 01-04
Is prone position for PCNL safe? A prospective study of cardio-respiratory changes
Chiran JK, K Subramonian
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, UK

MP 01-05
Our experience of Olympus shock pulse for large burden renal stone disease
Gupta Shailendra, Tak Gopal, Sudarshan SB, Singh Abhishek, Ganpule Arvind, Sabnis RB, Desai MR
Muljibhai Patel Urological Hospital Nadiad

MP 01-06
Metachronous renal pelvic urothelial metastases from Clear cell renal cell carcinoma: A diagnostic dilemma and therapeutic challenge
Pankaj Panwar, Wael Asaad, Helen Thursby, Anurag Golash, Herman S Fernando
Royal Stoke University Hospital, UHNM, Stoke on Trent, UK

MP 01-07
Role of metallic stent in reducing cancer morbidity in malignant ureteric obstruction-a preliminary study from western india-long term result from single institution
Bonny Shah, Rajeev Chaudhary, RK Shimpi, Satyadeo Sharma, Priyank Shah, Darsan Patel
Ruby Hall Clinic

MP 01-08
Role of Triple D Score to predict the stone free rate post shock wave lithotripsy: our experience
Garg Vikas, Ganpule Arvind, Sudarshan SB, Tak Gopal, Singh Abhishek, Sabnis RB, Desai MR
Muljibhai Patel Urological Hospital, Nadiad

MP 01-09
Successful treatment in endourology for stones-(STONE-FECTA) - novel concept of outcome reporting
Joshi Rajanikant, Tak Gopal, Ganpule A, Singh A, SB Sudharsan, Sabnis RB, Desai MR
Muljibhai Patel Urological Hospital, Nadiad

**MP 01-10**
Ureteric Hemangioma : A rare entity presenting with hematuria
Priyank Shah, Shirish Yande, Krutik Raval, Kunal Borade, Bonny Shah
Ruby Hall Clinic

**MP 01-11**
Staged B/L PCNL in 2.5 year old child : Our experience
Amit Kumar Devra, Manoj Agarwal Lok Prakash Chaudhary
Jaypee Hospital Noida

**MP 01-12**
Chyluria in young child: a rare presentation
Dharmaprakash NK, SN Sankhwar, Apul Goel, Vishwajeeth Singh, BP Singh, Rahul Janak Sinha, Manoj Kumar
King George's Medical University, Lucknow
Moderated Poster Session 2: Uro Oncology

MP 02-01
Transpubic Cystoprostatectomy for leiomyosarcoma of prostate: A rare surgical approach for a rare tumor
Mohd Hamid Shafique Ahmed, Ajit Sawant, Prakash Pawar, Sunil Patil, Amandeep Arora
LTMMC & LTMGH, Sion Hospital, Mumbai

MP 02-02
The predictive accuracy of hypoechoic lesion on Transrectal Ultrasound in diagnosis of prostate cancer
Manas Sharma, RB Nerli, Shridhar Ghagane, Neeraj Dixit
JN Medical College, KLE Academy of Higher Education & Research, Belagavi

MP 02-03
Leydig cell tumour of testis presenting as primary infertility- A rare presentation
Dalvi Mayur, Jadhao Vivek, Nimje Rohit, Pancholi C, Andankar MG, Garg RK, Thatte SW
Bombay Hospital, Marine Lines, Mumbai

MP 02-04
Prospective comparison of the immunological response following minimally invasive and open surgery for renal cell carcinoma
ANGESH THAKUR, Mete Uttam K, Aggarwal Ritu
PGIMER Chandigarh

MP 02-05
Management of B/L inguinal regional skin necrosis in Case of Modified Inguinal lymph node dissection in CA penis
Paragmani Talukdar, TK Mandal, TK Majhi, S Choudhury, R Kumar
Nilratan Sircar Medical college and Hospital

MP 02-06
Renal cell carcinoma in a patient with job’s syndrome- a rare case report
Sai Vijay B, Manikandan N, Shanmughadas AV, Rajeevan AT, Dineshan KM, Venugopalan AV, Felix Cardoza
Govt. Medical College, Calicut

MP 02-07
A rare case of prostatic adenocarcinoma presenting as an isolated inguinal lymphadenopathy without pelvic lymph nodes
Mohammed Farooq J, K Saravanan, PR Saravanan, Ezhil Sundar, K Subramanian, Sivabalan
Institute of urology, Madras Medical college

MP 02-08
Metastatic nonischemic priapism due to Ewing’ Sarcoma: a rare case report
Panda Rakesh, Panda SK, Haquae F, Panda S, Singh G. P, Hota D
SCB Medical college, Cuttack
MP 02-09
Lip metastasis secondary to extremely rare divergent differentiation in renal cell carcinoma
Manjeet Kumar, Santosh Kumar, Kalpesh Mahesh Parmar, Tushar Aditya Narain, Asish Khanna, Ritambra Nada
PGIMER, Chandigarh

MP 02-11
Primary Gastrointestinal stromal tumor of Prostate with an unusual presentation as a Giant Prostate (1230cc): a case report and review of the literature
Sharma Ashish, Sankhwar SN, Goel Apul, Singh Vishwajeet, Singh BP, Sinha RJ, Kumar Manoj
King George’s Medical University, Lucknow
Moderated Poster Session 3: Endourology - Lower Tract - Bladder, Prostate, Urethra

MP 03-01
Use of indigenous bovine pericardial graft for surgical correction of Peyronie’s disease
Amit Tripathi, Rupin Shah, Monish Patil, Uday Chandankhede, Sumeet Agarwal, Pawan Rahangdale
Lilavati hospital and research centre, Mumbai

MP 03-02
Effect of penile low intensity shock wave therapy (Li SWT) in selected patients of Erectile dysfunction-An interim analysis
Y P Singh Rana, Aditya Pradhan, Harish Sinha
BLK Super speciality Hospital, New delhi

MP 03-03
A rare case of Zinners syndrome presenting as LUTS in young adult managed laparoscopically
Sahare P, Shah S, Singh T, Pawar D, Goel A
Department of Urology BJ Medical College, Ahmedabad

MP 03-04
Unusual variant of Zinner syndrome presenting as cause of infertility in young male
Monish Patil, Shah R, Shah S, Tripathi A.
Lilavati hospital

MP 03-05
A study of effect of combining buprenorphine to bupivacaine during spinal anaesthesia on rate of erection in patients undergoing uro-endoscopic procedures
purushothama Acharya,
Srinivas Instt. of Medical Sciences, Mangalore

MP 03-06
Prospective comparative study between virtual reality and fruit tissue (Apple) based TURP simulator
Gupta Shailendra, Ganpule Arvind, Singh Abhishek, Sudarshan SB, V Mohankumar, Sabnis RB, Desai MR
Muljibhai Patel Urological Hospital, Nadiad

MP 03-07
Comparative analysis of safety and efficacy of silodosin and silodosin + betahanechol for trial with out catheter in a patient with Acute Urinary Retention
Arun Kumar Dwivedi, Vinay Tomar, SS Yadav, Shivam Priyadarshi, Nachiket Vyas, Neeraj Agarwal
SMS Medical College

MP 03-08
Detrusor Preleak Point Pressure: A more reliable parameter to predict the risk to the upper urinary tracts?
Priyank Shah, Shirish Yande, Krutik Raval, Bonny Shah, Darshan Patel
Ruby Hall Clinic

MP 03-09
Role of laparoscopic unilateral nephrectomy in the treatment of refractory nephrogenic hypertension: a case series
Yaser Ahmad, Sajad Malik, Rouf Khawaja, Arif Hamid, Saleem Wani
SKIMS, Srinagar

MP 03-10
46, XX, SRY negative phenotypic male with infertility: an uncommon case
Devprakash Choudhary, Manoj Kumar, Rima Dada, Rajeev Kumar
AIIMS, New Delhi

MP 03-11
Revisiting penile venous ligation - a case report with review of literature
Anwar Ali
SMS Medical College, Jaipur
MP 04-01
Management of a rare case of pelvic solitary fibrous tumour : Combined approach using Da Vinci Xi Robotic System
Banerjee Kinjal, Qadri Y, Joshi S, Kumar M, Maheshwari R, Kumar Anant
Max Superspeciality Hospital, New Delhi

MP 04-02
Transitional Cell Carcinoma (TCC) in cross fused renal ectopia: a rare entity
Patel Renish, Modi Pranjal, Rizvi Jamal, Pal Bipin
IKDRC & ITS, Ahmedabad

MP 04-03
Migrated double J stent into inferior vena cava and right atrium.
Pratihar Sarbartha Kumar, TP Rajeev, Baruah Saumar Jyoti, Barua Sasanka Kumar, Bagchi Puskal Kumar, Sarma Debanga, Phukan Mandeep
Department of Urology, Gauhati medical college and hospital, Guwahati

MP 04-04
A rare cause of ascites: spontaneous urinary bladder rupture
Rai Tushit, Manoharan Vignesh, Bora Giridhar Singh
PGIMER, Chandigarh

MP 04-05
Recurrent Giant vesical calculus
Vignesh Manoharan, Khwairakpam Amit K Singh, Sharma Aditya P, Parmar Kalpesh, Mete UK, Singh SK, Mandal AK
PGIMER, Chandigarh

MP 04-06
Role of thrombectomy in the salvage of arteriovenous fistula: does timing of intervention influence the outcome?
Kumar R, Manikandan R, Dorairajan LN, Sreerag KS, Kalra S, Khelge V
Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education and Research, Puducherry

MP 04-07
An interesting case of hematuria
Shivendra Singh Tiwari, Ravichandran R, Konanki V, Vincent DP, Anurag Dubey, A Santosh Kumar
Meenakshi Mission Hospital and Research Centre, Madurai

MP 04-08
Synovial Sarcoma of Kidney with IVC thrombus - Case report and review of literature
Shreedhar G K, Priyank B, Ginil Kumar P, Appu T
Amrita Institute Of Medical Sciences, AIMS

MP 04-09
Continence after Radical Prostatectomy – it’s not just nerve preservation
Garg Vikas, Sudarshan SB, Ganpule Arvind, Mohankumar V, Singh Abhishek, Sabnis RB, Desai MR
Muljibhai Patel Urological Hospital, Nadiad

MP 04-10
Robotic Vs open renal transplantation- match pair analysis
Joshi Rajanikant, Singh A, S.B. Sudharsan, Ganpule A, Sabnis RB, Desai MR
Muljibhai patel urological hospital, Nadiad

MP 04-11
Primary synchronous malignancy with concordant genitourinary malignancies: A review of 7 cases
Utsav Shah, Hariharasudhan Sekhar, Sriram Krishnamoorthy, Natarajan Kumaresan
Sriramachandra Medical College and Research Institute, Chennai

MP 04-12
Additional anaesthesia techniques prior to transrectal prostate biopsy- do they really help
Nimje Rohit, Jadhao Vivek, Dalvi Mayur, Pancholi C., Thatte S.W., Garg R.K., Kashikar Rupesh
Bombay Hospital Institute of Medical sciences, Mumbai
Moderated Poster Session 5: Reconstructive & Female Urology

MP 05-01
Extended Boari flap for management of complete avulsion of ureter from Vesioureteric junction-A case report
Kishore Wani
Kidney Care Hospital & Research centre, Nashik

MP 05-02
Management of Complex Uretero-pelvic junction obstruction in the robotic era: An algorithmic Approach
Chandna Abhishek, Kumar Santosh, Parmar Kalpesh M, Khanna Ashish, Tyagi Shantanu, Aggarwal Dharmender
pgimer, chandigarh

MP 05-03
Recurrent large urethral stones in case of scrotal skin flap urethroplasty – a nightmare
Dalvi Mayur, Jadhao Vivek, Nimjje Rohit, Pancholi C, Punjani H M, Oza Umesh, Andankar M G
Bombay Hospital Institute of Medical Science, Mumbai

MP 05-04
Record breaking calculi in Neo Bladder - 2 Case report
SP Yadav
Pushpanjali Hospital, Gurgaon

MP 05-05
Modified Cantwell- Ransley repair for Isolated Continent Epispadius in adult: A rare case report
Patne Pravin, V Akkalwade, Jaykar, Devraju
Siddeshwar Multi Speciality Hospital, Solapur (Maharashtra), Consultant Urologist

MP 05-06
Paraurethral Leiomyoma: A histological surprise
Raghu, Mujeeburahiman, Nischith D’Souza, Altaf Khan, Vinit Singh
Yenepopya Medical College, Mangalore

MP 05-07
A Case of Distal Hypospadias Masquerading as Megameatus Intact Prepuce (MIP)
Praveen Kumar Yadav, Sameer Swain, Sumit Panda, anunay singh,arsad hasan, Md faizul haque, gaurab kundu
SCB Medical College, Cuttack

MP 05-08
Panda Rakesh, Panda SK, Haquae F, Swain S, Singh G. P, Hota D
S C B Medical College and Hospital, Cuttack
MP 05-09
Quality of life in patients with Perineal Urethrostomy
Kanishk Dokania, Nagaraj HK, Ramesh D, Prasad M, Prakash SML, Tarun J, Sandeep P
MS Ramaiah Medical College, Bengaluru

MP 05-10
Study of different technique of Ileal Neobladder
Patel DN, Shimpi RK, Dr Raval K
Ruby Hall Clinic

MP 05-11
Combined Uretero calicostomy with BMG Ureteroplasty in complex upper ureteric stricture
Akshay Nathani, Date, Dr Shivde, Dr Patwardhan, Dr Akhil, Dr Gopal
Deenanath Mangeshkar Hospital, Pune

MP 05-12
Placenta Percreta – Challenges in management
Desai G, Prabhudesai MR, Singh R, Talwadker NB, Lawande PR, Oza U
Goa Medical College
Unmoderated Video Session

UMV 01
Laparoscopic excision of seminal vesicle tumour
Senthil K, Ramalingam M, Sivasankaran N
Urology Clinic, Coimbatore

UMV 02
Uteroscopy and stone
Dhaval Patel
Gayatri Hospital and research center, Vadaj, Ahmedabad

UMV 03
Isolated congenital penile torsion repair
Sumeet Gopal Agrawal, Hemant R Pathak, Uday Chandankhede, Pawan Rahangdale, Amit Tripathi, Monish Patil
Lilavati Hospital Mumbai

UMV 04
Retroperitoneal nephrectomy - a single centre experience
Naveed Khan, Sajjad Nazir, Muneer Khan
Kidney Hospital Srinagar

UMV 05
Safety and efficacy of superior calyceal access versus inferior calyceal access for pelvic and lower calceal stones
Mohan A, Chawla A
Kasturba Medical College Manipal

UMV 06
Use of rigid nephroscope in open pyelolithotomy in the PCNL era- a video presentation
Nagesh Kamat, Saurabh Jambu, Arnav Kamat
Kamat Kidney and Eye Hospital, Vadodara

UMV 07
Robotic uretero-ureterostomy for proximal ureteric stricture in adult: a new add in robotic armamentarium
Sanjay Parashar, Saurabh Chipde, Vinayak Vajpayee, Jaisukh Kalathia, Udit Mishra, Anurag Tyagi, Shweta Arora
SAIMS Indore

UMV 08
Robotic assisted surgeries pelvic surgery in obese patients
KIMS Hospital, Secunderbad
UMP 01
Ureterectomy in a female child with ectopic ureter with a single system- presenting as an ureteric abscess post nephrectomy : a case report
Ajit Patel, Hemant Pathak, Mukund Andankar, Amit Sharma, Tarun Jain
Topiwala National Medical College, Mumbai

UMP 02
Genitourinary Tuberculosis – The biggest masquerader
Bharath Kumar Nagarajan, Irshad A Khan
Base Hospital, Delhi Cantt

UMP 03
Postoperative pancreatic fistula after left cytoreductive nephrectomy
Bharath Kumar Nagarajan, Sanjeev Tandon
Base Hospital, Delhi Cantt

UMP 04
Forgotten Ureteral Stents : Single Stage Management
Puneet Aggarwal
Command Hospital, Kolkata

UMP 05
Corellation between clinical outcome and residual prostatic weight ratio after transurethral resection of prostate for benign prostatic hyperplasia – a prospective study
V Arul, K Saravanan, Vezhavendhan
Madras Medical College, Chennai

UMP 06
Conservative management of renal artery pseudoaneurysm following percutaneous nephrolithotomy
Faridi MS, Yadav R, Sharma AK, Sharma V
Rajiv Gandhi Super Speciality Hospital, New Delhi

UMP 07
Intraoperative Ureter loss replaced by Yang monti procedure
Avreen S Shah,
Dr DY Patil medical college & hospital Pune

UMP 08
Micropapillary variant of TCC in a young adult: a rare case report
Ghanghoria Ashish, TP Rajeev, Barua Saumar Jyoti, Barua Sasanka Kumar, Bagchi Puskal Kumar, Sarma Debanga, Phukan Manddeep
Department of Urology, Gauhati medical college and hospital, Guwahati

UMP 09
Urothelial carcinoma presenting as gross hydronephrosis with secondary calculi—An unusual presentation
Niranjan Raj P, Hariharsudhan Sekar, Sriram Krishnamoorthy, Natarajan Kumaresan
Sri Ramachandra Medical college & Research institute, Chennai

UMP 10
Recurrent silent paraganglioma of urinary bladder—An extremely rare misdiagnosed clinical entity
Chirag Doshi, Girisha TD, Vijaya Kumar R, Sachin D, Raghavendra Kulkarni
JSS Medical College, Mysore

UMP 11
Unusual presentation in metastatic ca bladder as skeletal muscle involvement
Gopal Rathi, Subodh Shivde, J Date, Patwardhan, Akhil, Akshay
Deenanath Mangeshkar Hospital, Pune

UMP 12
Nephron sparing surgery for large extra renal angiomyolipoma in 1st trimester of pregnancy
Deepak Vamsi, Priyank Bijalwan, Appu Thomas
Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences

UMP 13
Advanced penile carcinoma: management, complications and its outcome—A case report
Priyatosh Dey, RK Dey, S Basu, RK Das, S Mondal, SK Tewary, S Das
RGKAR Medical College

UMP 14
Penile fracture after priapism due to sildenafil ingestion: Out of frying pan into the fire
Deepanshu Sharma, Manoj Kumar, Apul Goel, SN Sankhwar, BP Singh, Manmeet Singh
King George's Medical University

UMP 15
Kidney Preservation in Emphysematous Pyelonephritis in 10 cases
Omar Salim Akhtar, Masood Tanvir Bhat, Syed Saajjad Nazir, Tanveer Iqbal, Mir Imran, Shahnawaz
Super Speciality Hospital, GMC, Srinagar, J&K

UMP 16
Management of penile fracture and follow up at 6 months
Yevale A, Jain DK
Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University Medical College Pune

UMP 17
Risk factors for urinary incontinence in patients undergoing holmium laser enucleation of prostate: our experience with 50 patients
Sudipta Kumar Singh, Aashu Anshuman, Bahal Bandhan, Gupta Prashant, Sharma PK, Mandal SN
Calcutta National Medical College And Hospital

UMP 18
Effect of drinking water composition in formation of renal stone: A retrospective study
Krishnendu Biswas, Sonawane P, Sudharsan SB, Ganpule A, Sabnis RB, Desai M
Muljiibhai Patel Urological Hospital, Nadiad

UMP 19
Disseminated Mucormycosis : Is it always fatal?
Amit Agrawal, Deepak Kumar, S Tripathy, T Murari
Command Hospital, Pune

UMP 20
Prostatic urethral transitional cell carcinoma: a case report
Batra RS, Paul SL, Rajput MA, Saikia S, Singhania SK, Deka PM
Dispur Hospitals Pvt Ltd, Guwahati, Assam

UMP 21
Bilateral renal oncocytosis - A clinical surprise
Shree Vishnu Siddarth R, Appu Thomas
Amrita institute of medical sciences - Kochi

UMP 22
Results of Ventral Onlay BMG Urethroplasty for Bulbar Strictures – A Retroperspective, Observational study
Harsha HS, Kumar Prabhu, Venkatesh Krishnamoorthy
NU Hospitals, Bengaluru

UMP 23
Cystitis glandularis maquerading as urinary bladder neoplasm
Anand Apurva, Joshi S Vinod, Rawoot Suhaib, Punatar Chirag
PD Hinduja National Hospital & Research Centre

UMP 24
A simple triple marker test for predicting outcome of medical expulsive therapy for distal ureteric calculus
Vasantharaja R, Darsan S, Sunil R, Nirmal KP, Manu MK, Venugopal G
Department of Urology, Government Medical College, Trivandrum

UMP 25
PSMA uptake in hepatocellular carcinoma
Sharwan Kumar, Venkatesh Kumar, Malik Abdul Rouf, Sharwan Kumar, Vaibhav Sood, Mahendra Kumar Sharma, Anshuman Agarwal
Indraprastha Apollo Hospital New Delhi

UMP 26
Personal Experience of laparoscopic management of Retrocaval Ureter
SP Yadav
Pushpanjali Hospital, Gurgaon

UMP 27
Uncommon presentation of renal cell carcinoma and its management
Rohit Kumar, TK Mandal, TK Majhi, S Choudhury, S Dhanuka, M Mandal, P Talukdar
Nilratan Sircar Medical College

UMP 28
Iatrogenic Ureterocolic fistula - A case report
Singh T, Shah S, Sahare P, Pawar D, Goel A
B J Medical College, Ahmedabad, Gujarat

UMP 29
RIRS in calyceal diverticulum stone
Ranjith Kumar SK, Kumar SM
Kumar & PPK Hospital, Kanyakumari

UMP 30
Adenocarcinoma of seminal vesicle
Kishore KN
AlIMS Ponekkara Kochi

UMP 31
Massive rectal bleed after TRUS biopsy of prostate: Not a case for pressure
Pankaj Panwar, Helen Thursby, Wael Assad, Suranga Wijayarathna, Shuvro Roy-Choudhury, Herman S Fernando
Royal Stoke University Hospital, UHNM, Stoke on Trent, UK

UMP 32
Penile Gangrene - A Rare Complication Of Intravesical Therapy With Bacillus Calmette Guerin(BCG)
Shekhar Baweja, MK Chhabra, Pradeep K Sharma, Vikas Aggarwal
S.N Medical college, Jodhpur

UMP 33
Penile hanging with acute retention of urine - a case report on penile strangulation injury and its follow up with surgical reconstruction
Panda Sumit Kumar, Haque F, Panda RK, Swain S, Singh GP
SCB Medical college, Cuttack

UMP 34
Holmium laser ureterotomy in a case of upper ureteric stricture
Bandhan Bahal, Prashant Gupta, Anshuman Aashu, Sudipta Kumar Singh, PK Sharma, SN Mandal
Calcutta National Medical College, Kolkata

UMP 35
Human urinary myiasis by psychoda albipennis : a case report and review of literature
Darshan Patel, Shimpi RK, Raval K
Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune

UMP 36
Emphysematous Pyelonephritis – A Single Center Experience
Ravi Chandran K, Manjunatha Gowda
UMP 37
Characteristics and management of ureteral stump syndrome: our experience and contemporary literature review
Krishnendu Biswas, Agarwala S, Sudharsan SB, Singh A, Ganpule A, Sabnis RB, Desai M
Muljibhai Patel Urological Hospital, Nadiad

UMP 38
Sporadic papillary renal cell carcinoma in a young female: a rare case report
Goel A, Shah S, Shah A, Veerwal A
BJ Medical College, Ahmedabad

UMP 39
Mucinous transitional cell cancer of renal pelvis and ureter, a rare entity
Anshuman Aashu, Sudipta Kumar Singh, Prashant Gupta, Bandhan Bahal, PK Sharma, SN Mandal
Calcutta National Medical College, Kolkata

UMP 40
Unusual coexistence of right renal and right testicular mass
Vaibhav Sood

UMP 41
IS CT Scan necessary for diagnosis of ureteric calculi?
Jain Anuj, Kadam Swapnil, Guru Nilesh, Patil Santosh, Kundargi VS, Patil SB
Shri B M Patil Medical College & Hospital, Vijayapur

UMP 42
Role of intraoperative culture of urine and stone during P.C.N.L to shorten antibiotic course
Amit Kumar, Gaurav Kalra, Suraj Hegde, Rajeev TP
K S Hegde Medical Academy, Nitte (Deemed to be university) Deralakatte, Mangaluru

UMP 43
A case of Right Sided Testicular Carcinoma with Bilateral Inguinal Lymphadenopathy
Hari Ram, Nisar Ahmed, Lokesh Sharma, Devendra Choudhary, Puneet Singh, RG Yadav, Rajeev Mathur
National Institute of Medical Sciences, Jaipur

UMP 44
Milky Urine.....Chyluria - An enigma: case-series
Katti PS, Tomar VS, Saran RK, Chhabra MK
SN Medical College, Jodhpur

UMP 45
Perineal Angiomyxoma masquerading as a Erectile corporeal body swelling
Subhajit Mandal, Arup Kumar Mandal, Ravimohan SM, GS Bora, SK Devana, Aditya Prakash Sharma, Shantanu Tyagi
PGIMER, Chandigarh
UMP 46
A by chance association of urinary bladder stone with adenocarcinoma of urinary bladder
Arshad Hasan, Praveen Kumar Yadav, Amiya Shankar Paul, Anunay Singh, Faizul Haque, Sabyasachi Panda, Gyan Prakash Singh
SCB Medical College and Hospital Cuttack

UMP 47
Matrix stones, a rare entity endangering renal health
Shah CS, Shah PJ, Dholaria PD, Moteria SM, Amlani JC, Joshi VD
BT Savani Kidney Hospital Rajkot

UMP 48
Priapism due to homocystenemia : rare causation also needs evaluation
Sanjay Parashar, Saurabh Chipde, Vinayak Vajpayee, Jaisuk Kalathia, Udit Mishra, Anurag Tyagi, Shweta Arora
SAIMS Indore

UMP 49
TCC of lower ureter with squamoid differentiation- unusual presentation
Gopal Rathi, Subodh Shivde, J Date, P Patwardhan, Akshay N, Akhil Mane
Deenanath Mangeshkar Hospital, Pune

UMP 50
Case report of a supranumerary kidney with double ureter presenting as urinary incontinence - a rare presentation
Kriplani A, Chawla A
KMC, Manipal

UMP 51
Ileal ureter substitution: a contemporary series
Raja Sekhar Guddeti, Arun Chawla
KMC, Manipal

UMP 52
Retroperitoneal ganglioneuroma mimicking right adrenal mass
Kilpauk Medical College Hospital And Government Royapettah Hospital

UMP 53
Prospective evaluation of stone free rate and complication of percutaneous Nephrolithotomy using the ‘STONE’ nephrolithometry score
Maharaj Mondal, Mandal T, Majhi T, Dhanuka S, Choudhury S, Talukdar P, Kumar R
Nilratan Sircar Medical College & Hospital, Kolkata